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The Place of Scripture in the Trajectories of a Distinct
Religious Identity among Ravidassias in Britain:
Guru Granth Sahib or Amritbani Guru Ravidass
OPINDERJIT KAUR TAKHAR
ABSTRACT This article highlights narratives, collected as informant testimonies,
relating to trajectories of a distinct religious identity among the Ravidassia community
in Britain. Current tensions surround the replacement of the Guru Granth Sahib
with the Amritbani Guru Ravidass in Ravidassia places of worship. This is
primarily in response to cartographies of the Ravidassia identity as distinct from Sikh
identity. The opinions of Ravidassia individuals, from a varied age range, expressed in
interviews conducted at various periods during 2010–2012, are considered in relation
to dominant discourses emphasising the importance of one hegemonic ‘Ravidassia’
scripture. The interview data highlight three main positions among the followers of
Guru Ravidass: (1) Ravidassias seeking a distinct identity but preferring to retain the
Guru Granth Sahib in Ravidassia places of worship, (2) Ravidassias demanding a
distinct identity by installing the Amritbani Guru Ravidass, (3) Ravidassias
wanting to maintain their link with the Panth as Sikhs or as Ravidassi Sikhs.
Introduction
On 30 January 2010, leaders of Dera Sach Khand Ballan1 in Jalandhar, Punjab,
announced that the followers of Guru Ravidass were members of a distinct
religion, that of the Ravidassia Dharm.2 The declaration was made at the
birthplace of Ravidass3 in Banares, on the 633rd celebration of the anniversary of
his birth.4 The proclamation sparked heated tensions between Ravidassias and
Sikhs and caused a major rift between different sections of the Ravidassi5
community. Particular anguish was expressed about the Dera leader’s actions in
replacing the Guru Granth Sahib with the Amritbani Guru Ravidass in the Dera at
Ballan. Shortly afterwards, a number of Ravidassia places of worship, those
designated as Deras in particular, also removed their copies of the Sikh scripture
and installed the new Amritbani Guru Ravidass in its place. Justification for a
distinct Ravidassia identity highlights Avtar Brah’s observation that identity
formations are “intimately connected with those of experience, subjectivity
and social relations” (123). These points are also raised by Eleanor Nesbitt
(“Valmikis”) in her discussion of the definitions of Hindu and Sikh in relation to
the identification of the former chuhras6 as members of the Valmiki community.
The Guru Granth Sahib is the eternal Guru for the majority of Sikhs.7 Prior to
his death in 1708 CE, Guru Gobind Singh proclaimed the Adi Granth as his
successor and thus ended the line of human succession (Cole and Sambhi 48).
From this point, the Adi Granth which had been written under the Guruship of
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the fifth Sikh Guru, Arjan Dev, became the Guru Granth Sahib. Guru Arjan Dev
also included the bani (religious compositions) of Hindu and Muslim Saints in
the Adi Granth as the Bhagat bani. Forty-one hymns of Bhagat Ravidass are
contained in the Guru Granth Sahib (Singh 1–8). Indeed, this collection is
regarded as the most authentic of Ravidass’s bani.8 Therefore, all Ravidassi
places of worship, that is, those in which Ravidass is referred to as Guru by his
followers, used the Guru Granth Sahib as their religious scripture. Thus the
shock waves caused by the removal of the Sikh scripture from Dera Sach
Khand Ballan were considerable.
A mixed reaction from various Ravidassia organisations quickly came to the
fore. The Tribune of India reported on 3 February 2010 that Sri Guru Ravidass
Sadhu Sampradaye Society, Punjab, rejected the moves by Dera Sach Khand
Ballan and refused to accept that the Ravidassi community were followers of a
distinct religion.9 The president of the Sampradaye Society, Sant Nirmal Dass,
was reported to have stated that the decision to declare the Ravidassia religion
as distinct might be the result of personal agendas. He asserted that the Dera
Ballan Sants had no right to make such claims on behalf of the entire
community. Dass also made it clear that existing maryada (traditions) should be
observed in Ravidassia places of worship rather than adopting new ones as
announced by Dera Ballan. He emphatically stated that the Guru Granth Sahib
should be put back in the places of worship where it had been removed. Avtar
Singh Makkar of the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee (SGPC)10
urged the Ravidassia community to “ignore any appeals seeking severing of
relations by members of the Ravidassia community with the Sikhs”.11
On 2 February 2010, The Times of India highlighted that the Samaj Bachao
Morcha, a dalit organisation, also refused to accept the Ravidassia community
as a distinct faith and refused to replace copies of the Guru Granth Sahib with
the Amritbani Guru Ravidass. Gian Chand, convenor of the Samaj Bachao
Morcha, expressed the view that the Dera had no right to impose its decision
on the whole of the Ravidassia community.12 He asserted that, although the
followers of Guru Ravidass gave prominence to the bani of Ravidass as
contained in the Guru Granth Sahib, they could not “turn their back on the
Guru Granth Sahib”, since this was where they had first become aware of
Ravidass’s bani. As noted by Malcolm Hamilton, tensions arising between
traditionally deprived members and traditionally privileged members of a
religious group are not an entirely new phenomenon (201).
The declaration of a distinct Ravidassia identity is concerned with the
moulding of divergent beliefs and practices.13 Ravidassias who follow the
authority of Dera Sach Khand Ballan insist that the Guru Granth Sahib must be
replaced in order clearly to mark the boundaries of a distinct, monolithically
defined Ravidassia identity. A female Ravidassia undergraduate student from
Wolverhampton expressed her views on this matter as follows:
Well [,] there is no difference between the two! It’s just that in the Guru
Granth Sahib, it’s understandable but not enough detailed, so people could
not get the message across in the adequate information they required.
However in the Amritbani, it is clearly explained in detail of the (40 shloks)14
and stated on the message of Guru Ravidass Ji. So therefore, I would think it
is a good idea for it to be replaced! But otherwise, it’s the same… it’s my
personal view, it’s not a Fact! (e-mail response, 25 July 2012)
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To some extent, the student’s views encapsulate the differences in opinion
regarding which scripture should be used in Ravidassia places of worship. In
her opinion, if one were to understand the message of Guru Ravidass in detail,
it would be appropriate for his teachings to be contained in a distinct volume.
Nevertheless, there are also Ravidassias who extol the concept of sabh sanji
bani, which entails the belief that the Guru Granth Sahib is accessible for all
who seek union with the Divine. In this respect, a Ravidassia identity can be
accommodated with housing the Guru Granth Sahib. Thus “the emphasis on
labels as the most significant force in identity formation and negotiation must
be critically considered” (Hegarty 184) in terms of attempting to address
specifically what constitutes an authoritative scripture for all Ravidassia places
of worship. The current situation among the Ravidassia community supports
Brah’s observation of identity being “an enigma which, by its very nature,
defies a precise definition” (20).
Caste identity appears to co-exist alongside a religious identity since,
according to my research findings, all Ravidassias are from the chamar caste.
Interestingly, a Ravidassia male informant commented on the importance of
distinguishing between a political and a religious identity:
The 2011 Census road shows promoted a distinct identity for Ravidassias in
the UK. This was done from 2 angles—political and religious. The political I
agree with but [I do] not [agree] with the religious. The government needs to
be aware that the Ravidassia community is big in the UK so it can allocate a
fair share of funds and grants for the community’s needs. Therefore, it was
important to tick the ‘other’ box in this respect. But it was wrong from a
religious angle because it just strengthens a caste identity. Politically we can
be distinct but not religiously. We should give the community equal rights
but not isolate it instead. Politics and religion should be kept separate.
Distinct identity will give rise to isolation; this is not what Guru Ravidass
and Dr Ambedkar fought for. (interview, 10 December 2011, Derby)
According to the 2011 Census, the results of which were published on 11
December 2012, there are 11,000 Ravidassias living in England and Wales.
These figures are highly significant since they indicate that the Ravidassias
who returned the Census do not identify as Sikhs. As of November 2012, all
Ravidassia places of worship in Britain house the Guru Granth Sahib. The
permeability of boundaries in relation to the place of scripture in the identity
formation process of a distinct Ravidassia Dharm highlights the emphasis, by
the leaders of Dera Sach Khand Ballan, in marking clear-cut boundaries, with
no scope for multiple identities as Ravidassia–Sikhs or Ravidassia–Hindus.15
Internal diversity, which currently plays a key role in the tensions among the
Ravidassias, is a feature that manifests itself in all communities. Ghanshyam
Shah aptly points out that internal divisions are particularly strong among the
dalit castes in their search for equality and self-dignity (195).
The Amritbani Guru Ravidass contains 240 hymns composed by Ravidass.16
Discussions about the compilation of a bani containing only the teachings of
Guru Ravidass have been going on for at least the last two decades. The
decision of the Dera Sach Khand Ballan Sants to install the new scripture in
January 2010 therefore did not arise in a vacuum. This article is particularly
timely in addressing the current tensions and antagonism among Ravidassias
Scripture & Identity among Ravidassias in Britain 107
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themselves and in their relationship to non-Ravidassi Sikhs regarding decisions
as to whether all Ravidassia places of worship will follow in the footsteps of
Dera Sach Khand Ballan and install the Amritbani Guru Ravidass in the place of
the Guru Granth Sahib.
Methodology
This article draws on qualitative and empirical data collected through
ethnographic research during 2010–2012. I attempt to understand present-day
narratives among Ravidassias about their perceptions of what the Ravidassia
identity entails. The research particularly focused on opinions regarding the
removal of the Guru Granth Sahib and replacing it with the Amritbani Guru
Ravidass. The opinions were collected during participant observation at the
Ravidassia places of worship in Derby, Wolverhampton, and Birmingham. All
are situated in the Midlands region of the United Kingdom. Semi-structured
interviews were undertaken to collect informant testimonies from 20 attendees
at the places of worship. Additional conversations took place on an informal
basis at places of worship and with students at the University of
Wolverhampton. Individual interviews were undertaken with six leaders and
activists from the Ravidassia communities in the Midlands. Interviews were
also conducted with three Gianis (individuals who have in-depth knowledge of
the Sikh faith)17 in non-Ravidassia Gurdwaras in the Midlands. A number of
online forums, such as the Ravidassia Blogs and Sikhnet Blogs, were accessed
in order to analyse opinions about the role that scripture plays in the identity
formation process in contemporary narratives among Ravidassias.
The subject of caste-based prejudice among those who practise the Sikh
way of life is a contentious topic.18 Therefore, the majority of informants
preferred to remain anonymous and answered negatively to my seeking
permission to use a dictaphone. Raymond Lee points out that “where the
topic of the research is a sensitive one, presenting it to respondents may not
be easy” (102). The many survival strategies highlighted by Loraine Blaxter,
Christina Hughes and Malcolm Tight (154–61) when carrying out research on
sensitive and controversial themes were therefore adopted in my
interviewing approach. Being a fluent speaker of Punjabi and Hindi worked
to my advantage since it eliminated any need for an interpreter and allowed
for less confident English speakers freely to express their opinions and
emotions through the use of both English and Indic terms.
Terminology
The Ravidassia community is essentially a caste-based following of Guru
Ravidass, who also belonged to the leather-working caste of chamar (Takhar,
Sikh Identity 89–93). Although somewhat contradictory to the egalitarian spirit
of the Sikh teachings, caste-based labels such as jat (farmers), chamar (leather
workers), bhatra (pedlars/traders), and so forth continue to be used among
Sikhs. I prefer not to use the term ‘chamar’ due to its perceived derogatory
nature, since the majority of my informants mentioned the stigma of
untouchability which is associated with it. The findings of the Anti Caste
Discrimination Alliance (ACDA) report that using the terms ‘chamar’ and
108 O. K. Takhar
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‘chuhra’ constitutes name calling in the same derogatory fashion as calling
someone ‘nigger’, ‘paki’ or ‘kike’ (7). Nevertheless, a preference for using the
term ‘chamar’ is becoming an increasingly popular means of self-identification
among the younger generation of Ravidassias in Britain. Kathryn Lum’s study
of Ravidassias in Barcelona notes similar trends among her younger
informants. The term ‘chamar’ tends to be used as a statement of self-esteem to
respond to bhangra19 lyrics which have traditionally been dominated by an
assertion of jat pride. A number of younger informants, particularly those
studying at university, have remarked that they would indeed use the
traditional caste name of chamar when referring to their ‘identity’ and that the
terms ‘Ravidassi/Ravidassia’ are used as an extension of this.20
The majority of my informants preferred the label ‘dalit’: originally a Sanskrit
term meaning ‘oppressed/crushed’ and employed by the Marathi-speaking
activist Jyotiba Phule (1827–1890). According to Sudha Pai, chamars in Uttar
Pradesh also prefer the term ‘dalit’ to express solidarity with other Scheduled
Castes in the state (287). The term ‘dalit’ was adopted by Ambedkar in
preference to Gandhi’s term ‘harijan’ meaning ‘children of God’ (Ghuman 16),
which many of my informants found highly patronizing. However, as Shah
points out, Ambedkar found no difference in social status and attitudes
towards the former achut (‘untouchables’) regardless of which nomenclature
they showed preference for (21).21
Although William McLeod (“Caste” 102) distinguishes between the
Mazhabis (chuhras22) and Ramdasias (chamars), the term ‘Ramdasia’ was not
used at all by the informants I interviewed. The term ‘Scheduled Caste’23 has
barely been used by informants in over a decade of my carrying out research
among the Punjabi dalits (see Takhar, Sikh Identity 96–7). In this article I use the
term ‘dalit’ due to its popular usage by the informants I interviewed, despite
Shah’s claim (23) that “all intellectuals of the community, however, do not
prefer to be called Dalits. Some of them have reservations about its usage.”
Importantly, one informant strongly expressed his dislike for the term ‘dalit’:
I don’t like the term ‘dalit’, it’s not a nice word since it has a stigma
associated with it.
‘Chamar’ is used in the Guru Granth Sahib since it comes from ‘to work with
leather’, hence it is an occupational name, but nowadays it is used derogatorily
by upper-caste Sikhs. It’s not the term itself, but the tone of voice which is
offensive or not. (Ravidassia male, interview, 10 December 2011, Derby)
Among the informants from the Wolverhampton Ravidassia community, there
is also a marked preference for using the term ‘Ad Dharmi’, a name emanating
from the Punjab-based movement of the 1920s under the leadership of Mangoo
Ram.24 The heralding of Ravidass as Guru for his followers is attributed to the
efforts of the Ad Dharm movement. Mark Juergensmeyer’s monumental
publication Religion as Social Vision documents the origins and subsequent
flourishing of the Ad Dharm movement in its efforts to promote dalit
consciousness and dalit politics among the Scheduled Castes. It gained most
momentum among the chamars of the Punjab, as Mangoo Ram himself was a
chamar. The Ad Dharm sought a qaumic25 identity as distinct from “Hindus,
Sikhs, and members of other religions” (Juergensmeyer 307). Leading activists
from the Ad Dharm movement were among the first settlers in
Scripture & Identity among Ravidassias in Britain 109
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Wolverhampton, who also formed the Dalit Welfare Association in the city
(Takhar, Sikh Identity 98–102).
The Events in Vienna: The Catalyst for the Assertion of a Distinct Identity?
Informants whom I contacted during my research repeatedly remarked that the
events in Vienna in 2009 led to the declaration that the Ravidassia identity was
distinct. On 24 May 2009, two Ravidassi Sants from Dera Sach Khand Ballan
were attacked during a visit to the Shri Guru Ravidass Gurdwara in Vienna
(Ram, “Ravidass”). Sant Ramanand died and Sant Niranjan Dass suffered
serious injuries. Many Ravidassias view the incident in Vienna as purely caste
related. Others view the situation as resulting from the beadbi (disrespect) of
sacred space, without any connection to caste tensions (Jodhka).26 Although the
Khalistan Zindabad Force allegedly claimed responsibility for the attacks,27
there is still much apprehension among both Sikhs and Ravidassias as to the
motives and identity of the attackers. When asked about her views on the
Vienna incident, a Ravidassia female from Derby remarked:
Vienna was wrong. The attackers were wrong and had wrong motives. They
were mentally disturbed and should not be called Sikhs. Sants are rife across
India, not just Sant Ballan ones. Individual gains of the attackers were being
sought. Nevertheless, customs should be observed by both sides; so there is
wrong on both sides. (interview, 14 February 12)
A Ravidassia informant from Birmingham affirmed that Vienna was the
catalyst for the declaration of a distinct identity. For him, the attacks were a
‘wake-up call’ which showed that caste discrimination was rife among Sikhs,
both in India and in the diaspora:
Prior to Vienna, the Ravidassi community were left alone to do what they
wanted. Other Sikhs follow Sants; if this can happen to one group and their
Sants, then what about other groups and their Sants? The events in Vienna
play a huge part in what is happening in the Ravidassia community today
about a distinct identity. It was going to happen anyway… it is a wake-up call
to the community. Vienna has caused a national awareness of caste issues in
the community. Why did it happen? [There are] … many different views, but
the internet reaches everyone and shares the different opinions. The internet
put the issue on the global map, it gave awareness of a distinct identity as
Ravidassias. You can access images of the events in Vienna instantly on the
net and these are a constant reminder of what happened and why it
happened… [The] 2011 Census gave us the opportunity to represent ourselves
as a significant and sizeable community in the UK. This has gone hand in
hand with the lobbying of government for the Single Equality Bill.28 [The]
Events of Vienna coupled with the 2011 Census gave the distinct identity
more of a momentum. The lobbying of parliament for caste discrimination to
be added to the Equality Bill makes it clear that, although the older generation
in the Ravidassia community is used to and can cope with caste
discrimination, the younger generation cannot and will not take any form of
discrimination towards them based on caste. If someone from a higher caste
did not drink tea made by us, then the older generation would say “chal
chhado” [doesn’t matter, let it go], but the younger generation are not going to
accept these attitudes from other caste Sikhs. (interview, 29 November 2011)
110 O. K. Takhar
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The removal of the Guru Granth Sahib from Dera Sach Khand Ballan is
therefore seen as an appropriate response to allegations of beadbi towards the
Sikh scripture in Ravidassia places of worship, which emanated from
discrimination based on caste prejudice.29 Therefore, a distinct scripture in a
distinct place of worship accentuates the trajectories of the way Ravidassia
identity came to be adopted among dalits both in India and the diaspora.
As remarked earlier, the Sikh community in Derby is keen to promote good
relations between the different sangats, including those who attend the Guru
Ravidass Derby Temple. As a Giani from the Derby Sikh community
explained, the tensions found elsewhere between Sikhs and Ravidassias are
not present in Derby:
Post-Vienna incident we [Derby Sangat] sat down with the management
committee of Guru Ravidass temple and talked about the issues that were
causing tension in the community. We delivered a number of lectures to
highlight how the Bhagats are respected in the Guru Granth Sahib and how
the Guru Granth Sahib is sabh sanji bani. In Derby, all the Gurdwaras
including Ravidassi Gurdwara have very good relationships. We do not have
the tensions elsewhere because we talk to each other as equals. We have a
strong relationship because this is what Sikhi teaches, not to treat others as
below you because of their zat/jat [caste]. I do not really like the term
‘Ravidassi Sikh’ since Sikhi teaches that we are all equal; we are all Sikhs, [it]
doesn’t matter which caste we come from. A leading member of the
Ravidassi Gurdwara appeared on Sikh Channel after the Vienna incident to
pacify relationships between Ravidassi and non-Ravidassi Sikhs. There are
many different attitudes towards Vienna, depending on what we hear and
read. I think it was down to a group of malicious people. (interview, 12
December 2011, translated from the Punjabi by the author)
The Giani’s comments highlight the contradiction in typology through the use
of terms such as ‘Ravidassi Sikhs’. He makes it clear that the egalitarian
outlook of Gurbani (compositions found in the Guru Granth Sahib), coupled
with the plebeian nature of the formation of the Khalsa in 1699, leave no scope
for labels such as ‘Dalit Sikhs’, ‘Mazhabi Sikhs’, and so forth.30
There is much scholarly material available on the debates surrounding the
place of the caste system and the practice of endogamy among the Sikhs and
within Indian society as a whole (Rao; Talib; Takhar, “Egalitarian”). There has
been heated controversy about the acknowledgement of caste-based
discrimination, which has been faced by the dalits regardless of them leaving
behind the hierarchical social stratification system of traditional Hinduism
(Webster). The dichotomy among the Sikhs is clearly expressed by McLeod
(“Caste” 84): “On the one hand there are the egalitarian traditions inherited
from the teachings of the Gurus; and on the other one is confronted by the
undeniable persistence of caste.” Common complaints are between the jats and
the chamars. In the Punjab, the jats tend to dominate as ‘superior’ in terms of
the hierarchical caste structure. However, the model of jati used in traditional
Hindu society is applied differently in the Punjabi/Sikh context. Theories
placing jats within the Shudra varna are largely missing from social and
religious relationships in the Punjab. The long simmering antagonistic social
relationship between jats and dalits in the Punjab is highlighted by the events
in Talhan and Boota Mandi in Jalandhar (see Ram, “Untouchability”).31 The
Scripture & Identity among Ravidassias in Britain 111
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emergence of caste-based Gurdwaras in India and the diaspora (Sato) is a clear
indication of the contradiction between teachings and practice among Sikhs.32
The majority of the Ravidassia places of worship have emerged as a reminder
that the stigma associated with caste very much remains in the psyche of
South Asians, with the Sikhs being no exception to this general rule.33 Shah
highlights the fact that social hierarchy associated with untouchability is also
practised among the different castes of dalits (26). Although the seeds of dalit
consciousness aimed to overthrow caste-based differences, what actually
happened through the promotion of the Ravidassia identity is that caste
consciousness has been strengthened. To use Govind Ghurye’s term, ‘caste
patriotism’ has emerged alongside identification as a follower of Guru Ravidass.
Trajectories of Ravidassia Identity
Drawing on insights from the Herberg Thesis,34 it could be argued that the
declaration of Ravidassia as a distinct faith emanates from the adherents’
traditional stigmatised position, where the dalits themselves were (and
continue to be) encountered as a marginalised group. Their distinct identity
asserts equal rights within society, regardless of traditional stigmas associated
with ritual impurity. Identity, as observed by Chris Weedon, has become a key
concept in contemporary society since the Second World War (see also
Anand). In order to make solidarity central to their cause, the emphasis of the
Ravidassia activists is on the promotion of a homogenous religious identity to
unify the Ravidassias worldwide as one community. As highlighted earlier,
however, internal conflicts are to a large extent responsible for the multiple
religious identities at both grassroots and organisational level. Many
Ravidassias view the removal of the Guru Granth Sahib from Dera Sach Khand
in Ballan as a sagacious step in their pursuit for open access to Guru
Ravidass’s teachings. A Ravidassia activist from Birmingham expressed his
anxiety about the treatment of Ad Dharmis in the Gurdwara:
There is discrimination in a Gurdwara if you want to read the Guru Granth
Sahib; they say you have to be amritdhari [an initiated Sikh]. As an Ad
Dharmi I’m not allowed to read it in the Gurdwara, even though the bani of
Guru Ravidass is contained with[in] it. So how can I access the bani of Guru
Ravidass in a Gurdwara? I can’t. So, yes, we do need to freely practise our
religion; there is only so much we can take. The Sikhs say we are part of
their religion when we are not treated as equals… We need a separate bani so
we can access the teachings of our Guru freely. Because it is not sabh sanji
bani really, there is too much zat mann [caste pride]. It hasn’t happened in the
UK yet because of strong links with the Sikh community, but it will happen
sooner or later. There have been threatening letters posted in the golakh
[donation box] at the Birmingham Bhawan [temple] to threaten us if the Guru
Granth Sahib is removed—this is not fair. So it will happen. Everything has to
start somewhere; it is not about beadbi for the Guru Granth Sahib, but a new
beginning for a distinct identity from the Sikhs because the ideals of the
Khalsa have not been implemented in practice by other caste Sikhs. The jats
always claim that Sikhism is theirs—why is this so? It is because of caste-ism
amongst Sikhs. The Amritbani Shri Guru Ravidass is the way forward for our
community. It’s about making a stand for our community. We will then not
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have interference from other Sikhs, we will be totally distinct, there needs to
be one identity. The older generation are not too happy with replacing the
Guru Granth Sahib, they’re quite confused about what is happening. It is 100%
clear amongst the younger generation that they are Ravidassia which is a
new and distinct religion. It’s about 85% amongst the older generation.
(interview, 29 November 2011)
Commenting on the allegation that Ad Dharmis are refused permission to read
the Guru Granth Sahib in Gurdwaras, a Giani I interviewed at a non-Ravidassia
Gurdwara in Wolverhampton responded:
Caste identity is getting stronger with labels such as ‘Ravidassi’—isn’t this
going against Bhagat Ravidass and Guru Nanak’s visions? According to the
Akal Takht, all are equal, the SGPC [Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak
Committee] treats everyone equally. It is not the Panth but narrow-minded
individuals who are to blame for caste discrimination. The Gurdwara treats
everyone equally, but only amritdharis are allowed to prepare langar
[vegetarian food at the Gurdwara which all attendees are expected to eat]
and karah prasad [sweet dough-like mixture symbolising equality] in the
Gurdwara. This is their [Ravidassis’] misunderstanding that they are treated
as unequal because of their being non-amritdhari. (interview, 5 March 2012)
In a marked effort to identify the boundaries of a distinct Ravidassia identity,
the majority of Ravidassias (who also identify as ‘Sikhs’) tend to use the Har
symbol (see Figure 1) as the emblem of the community. Other than the Derby
Guru Ravidass Temple, I am not aware of any other Ravidassia places of
worship in Britain that also use the Khanda symbol (see Figure 2).35
The emphasis on a distinct identity among the followers of Guru Ravidass,
with its own emblem, scripture, place of worship, and pilgrimage site36
resembles the efforts of the Singh Sabha movement which originated in the late
Figure 1. Har symbol.
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nineteenth century. This movement envisaged the survival of Sikhism through a
pronounced emphasis on beliefs and practices which were distinct from those of
the Hindus (Takhar, Sikh Identity). Thus, in their promotion of the Ravidassia
identity as neither Hindu nor Sikh, but as totally distinct, leaders and activists
within the Ravidassia community can be compared in many respects with the
Singh Sabha leaders such as Kahn Singh Nabha. The distinct Ravidassia identity
is constantly voiced as a protest against unfair treatment (Wach 165). The
assertion necessitates a distinct scripture, the Amritbani Guru Ravidass, in the
places of worship. Shampa Mazumdar and Sanjoy Mazumdar have noted the
importance of places of worship in the promotion of a communal identity. Thus,
for Ravidassias, labelling a building as a Bhawan or Sabha indicates that it is not a
Gurdwara. Conversely, however, it is the presence of the Guru Granth Sahib in
Ravidassia places of worship which for many highlights the issues associated
with the declaration of a distinct (non-Sikh, in this case) identity, especially in
the light of the internal tensions in the Ravidassia community. The complexity
arising from attempts to provide rigid boundaries of definition in Punjabi
contexts have been discussed in detail by both Roger Ballard and Harjot Oberoi.
It is clear from the response below that the question about scriptural authority
among her community is a difficult one:
If we are to promote a distinct identity as Ravidassias, then we need to have
our own symbols and identity. But I don’t agree with taking the Guru Granth
Sahib out of the Ravidassi Temple, since it contains 41 hymns of Guru
Ravidass and it is dhur ki bani [revealed teachings]. (Ravidassia female from
Wolverhampton, interview, 20 July 2012)
Figure 2. Khanda symbol.
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Conclusion
According to Bhikhu Parekh, the vision of every scripture is philosophically to
inform its followers of the basic expectations of them as followers of a specific
way of life (135). It is essential, therefore, that the homogenous and monolithic
definition sought by the Ravidassias has to be made on an agreement about
which scripture will best accommodate Guru Ravidass’s vision of begampura (‘a
city without sorrow’) in which all individuals are treated equally. A survey
posted on the ‘Ravidassia UK’ web site asks visitors to share their opinions as
to whether Ravidassias should ‘leave’ the Guru Granth Sahib.38 The survey lists
three possibilities:
We must adopt Ravidassia religion, adopt Amrit Bani Guru Ravidass Ji
Granth, adopt the Har symbol and consider Guru Ravidass as supreme guru
of our faith.
Guru Granth Sahib is a universal granth and carries teachings of all Gurus
and Bhagats. It is “sanja” to everybody so we should not leave it.
We should look past identity and caste, for those things do not matter. The
main purpose of life is to connect with God, and religions are just a path to
follow in order for us to reach our destiny.
These options succinctly summarise the main positions of the various
Ravidassia organisations. A male informant from the Birmingham Ravidassia
community made it very clear that the Ravidassia Bhawan had great respect for
the Guru Granth Sahib, but that the local Sikhs felt that they had a say in the
Bhawan’s matters, since the Bhawan housed the Guru Granth Sahib and was thus
regarded as a Gurdwara:
I do bani from the Guru Granth Sahib, bani has tremendous power. After all, it is
sabh sanji bani and it encourages eating together; this is what the khalsa in 1699
was all about … but what we do not like is that Sikhs who are not from our
community coming into the Bhawan and telling us what to do inside the
Bhawans. We don’t have the right to go into other Gurdwaras and tell them what
to do, they won’t allow it. On one occasion we were sent a letter by another
Gurdwara in Birmingham [which requested us] to remove pictures of Guru
Ravidass from the Bhawan. We then contacted Makkar at the SGPC [Shiromani
Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee] who then came to the Ravidassi Bhawan in
East Ham, London, and saw for himself that no beadbi of the Guru Granth Sahib
was taking place in Ravidassi Bhawans. (interview, 29 November 2011)
The same informant also highlighted the importance of online networks such
as Facebook and Ravidassia Blogs in raising awareness of current events
relating to issues of identity.39 He remarked that the Ravidassia movement
was now stronger than ever, due to the social and financial stability of
diaspora Ravidassias.
An open letter posted on the Ravidassia web site by the Southall (West
London) Sangat clearly states that the Guru Granth Sahib is not the Guru of the
Ravidassia community.40 The letter makes it clear that, if an autonomous
religious identity is sought, the Guru Granth Sahib must be replaced by the
Amritbani Guru Ravidass. However, when asked about his views regarding the
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replacement of the Guru Granth Sahib with the Amritbani Guru Ravidass, an
informant from the Derby Ravidassia Sangat made this point:
The Guru Granth Sahib is totally universal, all castes can access it as well as
Hindus and Muslims and of course Sikhs. I am a Sikh who happens to
belong to the chamar community and this goes hand in hand with a Ravidassi
identity. But I do not believe the Ravidassias are separate from Sikhs. I am
amritdhari, so consider myself as a Sikh. I follow the Guru Granth Sahib since
it promotes equality for all human beings. Guru Ravidass and Guru Nanak
shared their bani because of a shared ideology. Guru Ravidass started
democracy, Guru Nanak also taught about getting rid of unwanted rituals
and superstitions such as wearing the janeu [sacred thread for upper-caste
Hindus]. In the UK we cannot justify the removal of the Guru Granth Sahib, it
is sabh sanji bani. Whereas the Amritbani only contains the bani of Guru
Ravidass and not of the Sikh Gurus and other Hindu and Muslim saints. So a
Sikh from any caste will not replace the Guru Granth Sahib. Amritbani is not a
suitable replacement for the Guru Granth Sahib. Why should we go it alone?
Guru Ravidass taught for all humanity, then why do we need to separate
ourselves as a distinct qaum? This also defeats Dr Ambedkar’s vision of
equality since it strengthens a caste identity. (interview, 10 December 2011)
In the light of Shah’s view that “identity formation calls for sharing of a
common culture, on the one hand, and harping on the separateness from
others, on the other” (210), the Ravidassias are split as a community as to
whether housing the Guru Granth Sahib compromises a distinct Ravidassia
identity. During the coming months and years it will be interesting to observe
whether a unanimous decision will be taken by all Ravidassia places of worship
in Britain about housing the scripture. In conclusion, identity formation among
the Ravidassias is an ongoing process, a trajectory, which, as is the case in all
faiths, is never complete but constantly adapting to its surroundings (Hall 222).
Opinderjit Kaur Takhar is Senior Lecturer and Course Leader of Religious Studies at
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Valmikis, Guru Nanak Nishkam Sewak Jatha, and Sikh Dharma of the Western
Hemisphere/3HO. Since then she has carried out research into the egalitarian
teachings of the Guru Granth Sahib in relation to women and caste. Her current
research interests explore religious identity among Punjabi dalits and Sikhs and the
transmission of Sikhi to British-born Sikhs. CORRESPONDENCE: School of Law,
Social Sciences and Communications, University of Wolverhampton, Wulfruna Street,
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NOTES
1. Also referred to as Dera Sant Sarwan Dass Ji.
2. See Harmeet Shah Singh, “India’s ‘Untouchables’ Declare own Religion”, available at: http://
articles.cnn.com/2010-02-03/world/india.new.religion_1_low-caste-punjab-sikh?_s=PM:WORLD,
access date: 5 April 2010.
3. There is much tension about the use of the term ‘Guru’ or ‘Bhagat’ when referring to Ravidass,
a fifteenth-century Sant (Saint). Sikhs tend to refer to him as Bhagat since the term ‘Guru’ is
reserved for the ten human Gurus and the Guru Granth Sahib in popular Sikh usage. The
followers of Ravidass refer to him as ‘Guru’, which for many strengthens a non-Sikh identity.
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4. There is much disagreement about dates concerning the birth and death of Ravidass. According
to the majority of his followers, Guru Ravidass lived from 1414–1540 CE (see Takhar, Sikh
Identity 92–3).
5. Although both terms, ‘Ravidassia’ and ‘Ravidassi’, tend to be used interchangeably, the former
is indicative of a distinct Ravidassia identity as non-Sikh and non-Hindu; the latter tends to be
used alongside identification as Sikh or Hindu and as being a follower of Guru Ravidass. The
spellings ‘Ravidasia’ and ‘Ravidasi’ can also be found.
6. The traditional occupation of the chuhras, who are also members of the Scheduled Castes, was
that of sweepers. The term ‘chuhra’, similar to that of ‘chamar’, is perceived to be derogatory.
The majority of individuals belonging to this caste prefer the label ‘Valmiki’ (see Takhar, “We
are not Sikhs”). Nesbitt’s research (“Valmikis”) highlights that identity formation among the
Valmiki community in many ways echoes current identity issues among the Ravidassia
community. Similar to Dera Sach Khand Ballan, the Central Valmiki Sabha asserts that multiple
identities must be abandoned in favour of a distinct Valmiki identity, which is neither Hindu
nor Sikh. However, the overall preference to be labelled as ‘Valmiki Sikhs’ among the Coventry
community in particular raises significant questions about monolithic definitions of identity
among the Valmiki community (see Takhar, Sikh Identity 124–57).
7. The Namdharis, for example, although regarded as being within the Panth (Sikh community),
continue the line of human Gurus from Guru Gobind Singh to the present day.
8. For an exploration of the similarity between the teachings of Guru Nanak and Ravidass, see
Takhar, “Congruence”. The teachings of Ravidass can also be found in the Pac Vani and other
extant manuscripts held in universities and archive centres in India.
9. See “Guru Ravidass Sampradaye Rejects Separate Religion”, available at: http://
www.tribuneindia.com/2010/20100204/punjab.htm#3, access date: 3 February 2010.
10. Regarded as the authority in matters relating to the global Sikh Panth, Makkar is the President
of the SGPC (Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee) who made a public declaration
that by dropping his surname, he supported Sikhi’s stance of speaking out against caste-based
discrimination. Ironically however, Makkar continues to use his surname.
11. See “SGPC Meeting Today to Discuss Sikh-Ravidassia Issue” in The Indian Express of 3
February 2010. Available at: http://www.indianexpress.com/news/SGPC-meeting-today-to-
discuss-Sikh-Ravidassia-issue/575222, access date: 7 February 2010. The article highlights that
the tensions are essentially a clash between Deras and Gurdwaras; the latter include all places of
worship that house the Guru Granth Sahib. Essentially, the report is an indication that not all
members of the Ravidassia community are in favour of distancing themselves from a Sikh
identity.
12. I. P. Singh. “Ravidassia Dharm Divides Dalits”, The Times of India, 2 February 2010: 3.
13. The emphasis placed on clearly differentiating between Ravidassia beliefs and practices from
Sikh beliefs and practices are discussed in Takhar, Sikh Identity 102–19.
14. Importantly, there are 41 hymns composed by Ravidass in the Guru Granth Sahib, not 40, as the
informant states. She highlights that the compositions of Ravidass in the Guru Granth Sahib are
explained in further detail in the Amritbani Guru Ravidass, but she does not suggest that the
Amritbani Guru Ravidass only consists of the hymns of Ravidass contained in the Guru Granth
Sahib.
15. A significant number of informants stated that they were followers of the Radha Soami Sants
of Beas in Punjab. The Sikh identity of the Radha Soami tradition has been rejected by the
more conservative Sikh community. The debate about defining a Sikh is complex and has
preoccupied much scholarly debate over the years (see Takhar, Sikh Identity; McLeod, Who is a
Sikh?; Singh and Barrier; Nesbitt, “Pitfalls”).
16. See http://www.gururavidassguruji.com/ourreligiousbook.htm, access date: 15 December 2012.
For Ravidassias who support a distinct identity, there is no issue about replacing the 1,430
pages of the Guru Granth Sahib with the Amritbani, which contains 240 teachings of Guru
Ravidass, in their places of worship. For this group of Ravidassias, there is to be a total
severing of any association with a Sikh identity.
17. Although the egalitarian teachings of Sikhi do not prohibit a female becoming a Giani, I have
not come across evidence yet that female Gianis actually exist.
18. In their teachings, the Sikh Gurus repeatedly emphasised that the essence of the Divine is
immanent in the hearts of all human beings, which entails that all human beings are equal.
However, in actual practice, the teachings of egalitarianism have not always been adhered to
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by Sikhs who discriminate against the castes which were lower on the hierarchical scale
according to the Hindu caste system. See Takhar (“Egalitarian”) for a detailed discussion of
issues relating to the lived reality of the teachings of the Gurus regarding caste-based prejudice.
19. Traditional Punjabi folk songs which are increasingly mixed with Western vibes in the Punjabi
music scene (see Roy).
20. Undergraduate female Ravidassia student, aged 21; informal conversation on 17 October 2011
at the University of Wolverhampton.
21. See also Anypamo Rao and Nicholas Dirks for an excellent discussion of the disagreements
between Ambedkar and Gandhi on the political representation of dalits.
22. The traditional occupation of the chuhra zat was largely that of sweepers and cleaners. I am
uncomfortable with using this term due to its derogatory nature. The majority of the members
of this zat refer to themselves as ‘Balmiki/Valmiki’; they regard Valmiki, author of the Hindu
epic Ramayana, as their Guru (see Takhar, Sikh Identity chapter 5). Valmikis also label
themselves as ‘dalits’.
23. The term ‘Scheduled Caste’ was brought into use under the Government of India Act of 1935.
This Act enforced the policy of the reservation of seats for the traditionally oppressed and
disadvantaged castes in India.
24. Subaltern attitudes have been, and continue to be, challenged by those at the forefront of
nurturing social mobility; therefore, many of the founders of political dalit organisations in the
UK were at one time affiliated with, or continue to be influenced by, the aspirations of the Ad
Dharm movement. Dera Sach Khand in Ballan became the religious centre for the promotion of
the Ad Dharmi identity (Ram, “Untouchability”). A number of suggestions have been put
forward for the decline of the Ad Dharm movement and its lack of emphasis on a distinct
religious identity (Juergensmeyer; Jodhka). The Punjab Buddhist Society, the membership of
which includes many former dalits who have embraced Buddhism as a result of the efforts of
Ambedkar (see Dirks), is also based in Wolverhampton.
25. An identity based on solidarity and identification as a nation.
26. This view relates to the concept of the Guru Granth Sahib as the eternal Guru for the Panth, in
the presence of which no human leader should be accorded the same level of respect. The
continuation of human Gurus among the Namdharis, for example, brings their identity as Sikhs
into much contentious debate.
27. See Thomas Hochwarter, “Murdered Guru is Laid out in Vienna.” Available at: http://
www.begumpura.com/, access date: 15 January 2010.
28. Organisations such as Castewatch UK (www.castewatch.org), Dalit Solidarity Network (see Dalit
Solidarity Network UK), and other dalit UK-based organisations have been lobbying the British
Parliament to add caste-based discrimination as a punishable offence under the Single Equality
Bill which makes it illegal to discriminate on the basis of sex, race, disability, sexual orientation,
religion or belief and age. The NHS Foundation Trust states that “The aim of the Equality Act is
to strengthen the law, fight discrimination in all its forms and help to make equality a reality for
everyone” (see http://www.wwl.nhs.uk/Equality/single_equality_act_2010.asp, access date:
22 July 2012.
29. See “Ravidass Followers Declare Separate Religion, Released Separate Religious granth”,
Punjab Newsline Network, 31 January 2010. Available at: http://www.punjabnewsline.com/
content/view/22953/38, access date: 5 February 2010.
30. This point is also poignantly expressed by a Ravidassia Sikh in Stalin’s documentary entitled
“India Untouched”. Available at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTv4JmeznnQ
&feature=player_embedded, access date: 2 August 2012.
31. In 2003, large-scale riots broke out between jats and dalits in the Punjabi village of Talhan in
the Jalandhar district. The riots spilled into the Boota Mandi area, which has a largely chamar
population due to the abundance of leather trading in shoes and boots (hence the name ‘Boota
Mandi’). Although dalits are represented as the majority caste in Talhan, the tensions arose as a
result of dalit representation in the local Gurdwara’s management committee, which had
consisted largely of jats. One of my informants from Birmingham who was born in Boota
Mandi pointed out that the dalit and jat riots in Talhan and Boota Mandi were caused by a lack
of dalit recognition in the Baba Nihal Singh Gurdwara which manages large amounts of cash
from worshippers established in the US and UK. He felt that the jats in Talhan undermined the
teachings of the Sikh Gurus by continuing to practise caste-based discrimination against the
dalits.
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32. There are numerous studies which explore the place of caste among Sikhs in both a historical
and a contemporary context (see Nesbitt, “Pitfalls”; Singh; Takhar, “Egalitarian”). Essentially,
although the Sikh Gurus spoke out against caste discrimination, there is no evidence to suggest
that they envisaged overthrowing the system per se. Importantly, all ten Sikh Gurus belonged to
the khatri caste and the marriages of their offspring were undertaken in accordance with the
rules of endogamy. The influx of the jats into the Panth resulted in jat dominance from the
seventeenth century. Positions of authority within the Panth (for example, the leadership
structure of the SGPC [Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committeee]) continue to be occupied
by jats to the present day. During my research, the issue of caste-based Gurdwaras (among non-
jats) has become a regular point of discussion by informants who remarked that the origins of
their particular Gurdwara arose from the dominance of the jats in the earlier Gurdwaras
established in Britain. This is a point that was also repeatedly made by informants from the
Ravidassia community. However, whether or not the Ravidassias aimed at setting Gudwaras up
with other non-jat castes is an under-researched topic. The main narrative appears to be
discontent with jats; more research is needed into relationships between the chamars and the
ramgarhias, chuhras, sainis, bhatras, ahluwalias, and so on. Without such research, one is in danger
of repeating the stereotypes about jatwad (jat pride), despite a number of jats actively
campaigning against caste-based discrimination through organisations such as One Sikh No
Caste and recently, on 2 December 2012 at a seminar hosted at the Singh Sabha Gurdwara
Hounslow (West London) where a number of jats actively sought ways forward to rid Sikh
society of caste-based prejudice and discrimination.
33. The Akal Takhat (one of the five seats of spiritual authority for Sikhs) recently issued a statement
that it would tackle the increase in caste-based Gurdwaras (see “Takhat Jathedars to Further Discuss
Caste Based Gurdwaras”, available at: http://www.sikh24.com/2012/07/takhat-jathedars-to-
further-discuss-caste-based-gurdwaras/, access date: 13 July 2012).
34. According to the Herberg Thesis, religion offers a strong sense of belonging and identity for
communities who, being minorities within a society, are traditionally marginalised and
oppressed. William Herberg’s study of American religion furthered his thesis that religion has
a strong societal function through which shared identities are formalised among minority
groups.
35. The Gurmukhi script surrounding the emblem reads, transliterated, Nam tere ki jot lagayi, bhaio
ujiaaro Bhawan saglaare (‘Your Name is the flame I light, it has illuminated the entire world’).
36. The pilgrimage place for Ravidassias is the birthplace of Guru Ravidass at Banares: Shri Guru
Ravidass Janam Asthan Mandir Seer Goverdhanpur Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh). This is also the
location where the declaration of the distinct Ravidassia Dharm was announced on 30 January
2010. See “Ravidassi Dera Parts Ways with Sikhism”, World Sikh News, 5 March 2010.
Available at: http://worldsikhnews.com/3%20February%202010/Ravidassi%20Dera%, access
date: 5 March 2012.
38. Available at: www.ravidassia.wordpress.com, access date: 5 March 2012.
39. The significance of the internet in promoting religious identity is discussed by Doris Jakobsh.
40. Available at: http://www.ravidassiauk.co.uk/openletter.pdf, access date: 7 August 2012.
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